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Abstract 

Zines have a long history in Japan, one that is associated with both artistic creation and appreciation as well as 

revolutionary content. This paper introduces the history of zines in order to demonstrate the way this form of media 

can be effectively used in classrooms as a final project. Building on feminist research, it argues that zines provide a 

unique way to combine course content with personal experience and material production. Finally, the paper introduces 

guidelines for the project, examples of work by students from English as a medium of instruction courses, and 

evaluation rubrics. Overall this paper provides a map for adapting this engaging project in many different classroom 

contexts. 

 

日本における同人誌の歴史は長い。芸術的な創造と鑑賞のための同人誌もあれば革命的な内容の同人

誌もある。本論では、同人誌というメディアが大学の最終プロジェクトとして効果的に使用される方

法を実証するために、同人誌の歴史とスタイルを紹介する。同人誌についてのフェミニスト的な研究

に基づき、本論は同人誌が個人的な経験と雑誌制作、授業の内容を結合するユニークな期末プロジェ

クトになると論じる。最後に、この同人誌プロジェクトのガイドラインと教育用語としての英語の授

業の学生による例、そして、評価規則を紹介する。全体として、本論は、魅力的な同人誌プロジェク

トをあらゆる大学の授業において生かす方法を紹介する。 

 

In this age of digital engagement, educators focus increasingly on ways to effectively incorporate technology into the 

classroom. In Japan, where almost every student has a smartphone and is often active on several social media sites, the 

topic of technology in the classroom is in some way a part of almost every professional conference on English language 

education (for example, the Japan Association for Language Teaching 2018 featured over 50 presentations on 

technology in language teaching). Educators are looking for increasingly creative ways to incorporate technology into 

their classrooms. Many courses include elements like blogging, or reading and testing online. Some courses include 

videos or web based activities for student final projects.  
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This paper departs from this technology-oriented approach to education to argue for a return to a media form that many 

scholars say peaked in the 1970s: the coterie zine. When I was a graduate student at the University of Chicago, I took 

a course entitled “Feminist Struggles in Modern Japan,” taught by Professor Tomomi Yamaguchi and Professor Norma 

Field. Part of the course involved looking at dōjinshi, or coterie zines, from feminist movements in the 1970s. As an 

aside during the course, Professor Yamaguchi mentioned she was using zines as a project in another class; she later 

clarified that in fact this idea had originated with her students (Yamaguchi, 2018). This idea intrigued me; it seemed to 

me to be a productive way to take a historical and politically active form of print media and make it contemporary and 

immediately relevant to students’ lives. It struck me as a powerful tool to teach students and encourage them to engage 

with content while being aware of the importance of media and form as well. In fact, the utility of zines as a classroom 

tool to unite content with personal experience has been the subject of a thread of feminist research (Marshall & Rogers, 

2017; Licona, 2005; Piepmeier 2008; O’Brien, 2012).  

 

The idea stayed with me, and I began reading zines as part of my own research into Japanese literature, struck by the 

broad array of topics they covered and their ubiquity in Japanese literature and politics. In 2014 when I began teaching 

my own classes, I wanted to try to incorporate the idea of using zines in some of my classes. To date, I have assigned 

a class or group zine project to students as their final project in several of my classes with enthusiastic responses from 

students. This paper introduces the concept and history of the zine in Japan, its use in education, and how it has been 

used in several English as a medium of instruction courses I teach. In particular, I focus on two courses in which the 

zine has been very successful: a course on Japanese popular culture (2015-present) and a course on comparative culture 

(2014-present). I have also used the zine as fan art, or literary coterie magazine, in courses on literature. After presenting 

the structure of the zine, grading rubrics, and how it was used in my classes, I give student feedback to the project and 

offer assessments that allow this project to be broadly adapted.  

 

Many scholars have highlighted the potential of zine making as a form of active learning that allows students to extend 

the social and political issues raised in class to their own lives and communities (Etengoff, 2015; Miller, 2018). Zines 

often focus on issues that are at once personal and political, a point Etengoff makes: “Zines are self-published, often 

autobiographical narratives that offer opportunities for authors to make meaning of contentious and challenging issues” 

(212). In my classes, students explore issues of minority identity, gender, education, class, and more through their zines.  

 

The History of the Zine in Japan 

A zine (in Japanese, dōjinshi) is typically defined as a small-circulation, fan or coterie group produced magazine or 

fanzine. They are independent, self-published, and non-commercial, integrating print culture and new media in a do it 

yourself fashion free from censorship (Graybeal & Spickard, 2018). The handmade, tactile nature of the zines, the 

intimacy they create between the authors and the readers, have been one of the reasons for their enduring popularity in 

the age of the internet (ibid).  
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The modern origins of the zine are often traced to the late nineteenth or early twentieth century, when small-circulation 

fan magazines or activist magazines began to be produced and circulated in small numbers. They were initially part of 

literary and art coteries; in their history of zines in Japan, Barubora and Nonaka (2017) state the first Japanese zine was 

a coterie literary magazine, Garakuta bunko (Miscellanea) founded by Meiji literary giant Ozaki Kōyō (1868-1903) 

and his coterie, the Ken’yusha (Barubora & Nonaka, 17). These coterie magazines served as a way for artists to 

communicate their ideas about the place of art in the modern world.  

 

Barubora and Nonaka list a handful of major zines and popular books and articles published about zines between 1885 

and 1948 (ibid). In Japan by the 1920s, there was a rich cottage industry of zine production that included small literary 

coteries, cinema fans, and other groups that were publishing. Indeed, as early as 1923, Nakano Ōka wrote about the 

explosion of coterie zines in Japan (Nakano, 1923). According to Nakano, in Japan, a zine was a publication that started 

with one or two people, and gradually grew to thirty or more as their audience and popularity grew.  

 

The content of these small-circulation publications ranged from original art and fiction, to articles, to polemic 

declarations. The contributions would be collated by a small editorial team, and then the issue would be mimeographed 

or printed in small runs, bound, and circulated in small numbers. By the 1960s and 1970s, the magazines were 

mimeographed or copied, stapled together, and then circulated. Topics covered by zines ranged from politics to art to 

counterculture revolutionary polemics (Barubora & Nonaka; Capous Desyllas & Sinclair, 2014).  

 

Zines were an important part of literary and art culture, in particular during the late Meiji (1868-1912), Taisho (1912-

1925), and early Showa (1925-1989) eras. Globally, by the 1930s, the coterie zine expanded to include fan magazines, 

or fanzines, in particular zines by science fiction and comic book fans as a way to share their own works and their 

reactions to storylines and features of major works within these genres (Capous Desyllas & Sinclair), a trend that was 

echoed in Japan (Barubora & Nonaka).  

 

It was in the 1960s that zine production became more widespread in Japanese pop culture. Barubora and Nonaka argue 

that the rise of zines, or “mini-media,” was a direct response to the increasingly invasive presence of mass media such 

as television, radio, and newspapers in daily life during this time. The sudden proliferation of zines in the 1960s was 

also due to the rapid growth of the economy, and the increasing awareness of social inequity caused by poverty, war, 

and discrimination. The zines of the 1960s were primarily a grass-roots, mini-media phenomenon that was often 

explicitly political.  

 

Yet, it was also during the late 1960s and early 1970s that zines became an indispensable way to create fan communities 

around particular subcultures. Today, zines are most often associated with anime, manga, or fan art. The zines that many 

fans of Japanese popular culture are familiar with have their roots in the zines published by aficionados of subculture 

communities (Barubora & Nonaka). This was in part because zines were fundamentally a way to create communities 
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and circulate news and ideas within that community. Thus, it is no surprise that communities that had no representation 

or limited representation in mainstream mass media would find their own mini media vehicles. Many zines focused on 

local music scenes (Barubora & Nonaka) or manga subcultures (ibid).  

 

It is also no surprise that many zines were allied to social movements, in particular over the conflict surrounding the 

renewal of the US-Japan Security Treaty in the late 1960s (Anpo tōsen) and second-wave feminism in the 1970s and 

1980s (Barubora & Nonaka). Zines proliferated as part of the anti-Vietnam war protests, and some zines even published 

counterparts in different countries, seeking to unite communities of anti-war activists in different countries. Among the 

many examples Barubora and Nonaka give is the We Got the Brass, Asian Edition No. 1, published in the fall of 1969 

by Beheiun, Mouvement de la Parix, and the American Deserters Committee. For these political activists, zines 

provided a space to have their voices heard. For feminists, zines were a way to garner support in their fight for gender 

equality, employment, access to birth control, and other battles fought by the second wave feminists.  

 

Today, zines are most often associated with anime and manga fan subcultures, and as noted in the introduction, the 

publishing space of zines seems to have been usurped by internet blogs and online community spaces. Yet, the political 

and coterie function of zines can engage students in a way that the internet cannot. Feminist scholar Alison Piepmeier 

echoed my own experience as a student of Professor Yamaguchi when she wrote: “Every time I teach a class about 

zines, a significant percentage of the students begin making their own. Many of them have never heard of zines, but 

when I bring in a pile for them to flip through and take home, they become inspired” (p. 213).  

 

Piepmeier argues that students have a more immediate and personal connection to the amateur publications, a closeness 

between the producers and their readers that it is impossible to replicate in mass media publications or on the internet. 

In contrast to Benedict Anderson’s vast, national imagined community, Piepmeier argues, “the imagined community of 

the zine world is intimate rather than extensive, and linked to the body rather than simply to an imagined other… Zines’ 

materiality creates community because it creates pleasure, affection, allegiance, and vulnerability” (pp. 229-230).  

 

These are the qualities that make zines a powerful final project for Japanese Studies or English as a medium of 

instruction culture classes. They help create classroom community, allow a space for students to be open, and connect 

social, political, or economic issues to the materiality of their bodies and daily lives (Capous Desyllas & Sinclair).  

 

Zines as a Final Project  

As stated at the beginning of this article, I have used zines as a final project in several of my classes. Below, I give the 

general guidelines I adapt depending on the number of students and the course I am teaching. The example given below 

is for my class on Japanese popular culture. These guidelines are adapted from the University of Pittsburgh Teaching 

Center Teaching Support Knowledge Base. I also use a rubric adapted from the same website, although I also ask 

students for a self-evaluation and an evaluation of work of their group members.  
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Final Zine Project 

Each student team will write, design and print a magazine of at least ten pages. Each student is responsible for at 

least two articles. This is the final project for the class, and is the most difficult and challenging assignment this 

semester. It is worth 20% of your final grade for the course. 

Format 

AT LEAST twenty pages, must be at least 21 cm by 15 cm. (the size of A4 paper folded in half). 

Students may want to create a different shape for their zine, and may do so, as long as the finished zine is at 

least 10 pages long, and no larger than A4 paper. Smaller than half of A4 is not acceptable.  

Color is ENCOURAGED. You can hand color, and you may use colored paper, include original artwork. 

This is encouraged! 

Any combination of digital and analog media is allowed. Go nuts. Be creative. Engage with the material 

in fun and interesting ways.  

Content 

Your zine may have text, images, or both--any combination. It must have at least two articles by each student 

that develop areas of pop culture we covered in class. It must demonstrate the importance of your topic as a 

social and cultural text. If you can do this through a series of emoji, OK! But you need to make a thoughtful 

contribution to an area of pop culture we have covered in class. If you want to do something we haven’t 

covered, you must check with me first.  

Any subject that we covered in class is allowed. Any topic, any image, and your sources may be any language, 

although your articles should be in English. Be prepared to discuss your motivations and vision for the zine 

with the class. Make sure to include a bibliography of your sources at the end of your critical article.  

Only original content-Definitely no cut and paste from the web, and preferably no photos or illustrations 

from the web. You must make the entire Zine by yourself. 

Collaboration: You may use another person's work, or image, but only if you get written permission to use 

their words or images. Also, you must make it clear in your zine who did what. Credit all images and text to 

the original creator. Make sure the article each student contributes clearly identifies them as the author.  

 
Your Two Articles: One article must be a critical analysis and expansion of a topic covered in class. 

Examples from the past: Write about gender play in pop music. Write about Japanese traditional culture in  
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advertising. Write about the image of Japan abroad. Write about anything we covered, but make sure you 

extend it and introduce your own original material into the piece.  

The second article must be a creative engagement with a topic we covered in class. It must demonstrate an 

understanding of what we covered. Examples from the past: Draw some Kumamon fan art. Write your own 

keitai shosetsu. Bake some pop-culture cookies or sweets and include the photo guide. Sew your own gender-

neutral clothing or perform your own visual kei song and link us to the video. Anything is fine as long as it is 

creative and expands upon what we studied in class.  

Make sure your content is complimentary and not repetitive. Make sure you cite the original if you 

are doing a tribute. If two members of your group both want to write about pop music, of course you can—

but make sure your articles are in dialogue with each other. They should not cover exactly the same material, 

but should complement each other and expand our in-class dialogue about pop music. 

Your magazine must include some advertisements or news you think your readership would be 

interested in.  

You are responsible for all printing/binding costs. Binding can range from staples, to sewing, to hardback 

binding. 

You must make a digital copy to share with the class and two print copies for Kathryn.  Questions, 

problems, concerns? Contact k.tanaka@otemae.ac.jp.  

Fig. 1: An example Zine assignment sheet using examples from previous years 

 

I have used this assignment with classes ranging from eight to 90 students, having students create Zines in groups of 

four to groups of ten. The classes were invariably a mix of Japanese students with intermediate to high level English 

skills and foreign exchange students studying in Japan, whose native language was sometimes English, but often a 

different language. The courses in general were taught in English, but the homework utilized texts with translations 

available in both English and Japanese.  

 

When I used the zine in my Japanese literature class, rather than my pop culture or cultural studies courses, I treated it 

as a fan zine, with informative articles on literary works and “fan art” tribute pieces. Similar to the popular culture 

magazine, students created an analytical piece that took up serious issues raised in the readings we did for the class. 

They then produced a piece of “tribute art,” which has included everything from a video game based on Edogawa 

Rampo’s chilling story “The Human Chair” to interactive literary maps based on Murakami Haruki’s “Firefly,” shown 

in Fig. 2, to examinations of haiku contests sponsored by a tea company that the student entered (Fig. 3).  
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Fig. 2. Literary map based on Murakami Haruki’s “Fireflies” 
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Fig. 3: Article on haiku contests  
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These guidelines are therefore broadly adaptable and can be used to create zines that use a counterculture or analytical 

approach to culture, or they can be assigned as fanzines that cover the content of the course. 

 

The zine project culminates in the final week of the course, when each group presents their work to the class. If their 

zine includes links to online content such as videos, those are shared with the class during their presentations. This final 

presentation of the zine gives students a chance to explain their content and have other students ask questions. It is an 

engaging and exciting way to end the course, with much discussion and many questions. I find that through their zines, 

students highlight the main points of the course, and often bring forward new connections and materials that extend 

what we learned in class in ways that many students enjoy.  

 

Student Zines and their Feedback  

As can be seen from the guidelines, students have relative freedom to create what interests them. Some students make 

their zines and the covers using photo editing software, as is the case with the example in Fig. 4. Other zines take more 

personal approaches, with hand drawn covers or photos of the group that created the zine. Some groups have used print 

club stickers (purinto kurabu or purikura), or stickers from an arcade photo booth that features designs with the faces 

of the students, to create their covers.  
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Fig. 4. Covers of student Zines 

 

The content also varies. Some zines streamline their publication so that all the articles follow a certain format, where 

other zines allow variation between formatting of the contributions.  
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Fig. 5. An example of some content in a Zine  
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Some zines are printed in color on glossy pages, aiming for the feel of a commercial magazine. Others rely more on 

the intimate connection between the producer and the reader through handmade and manually copied content. Again, 

this varies by group, but many groups do use online tools in their zines to some extent.  

 

Finally, one of the elements of the zine that students enjoy most are creating advertisements that appeal to their imagined 

readership. While advertisements are not typically part of a zine, students themselves began including them in the 

assignments. They enjoyed this element so much that I incorporated it into the assignment. Typically, I find the 

advertisements allow for tongue-in-cheek, more humorous commentary on cultural content we touch upon in class (Fig. 6).  

 

  
Fig. 6. Examples of student advertisements 

 

Because students can choose their own topics out of what was covered in class, the zines are often personal reflections 

on content that interested students most. The analytical piece and creative piece can be in dialogue; as can be seen in 

the table of contents given in Fig. 7, one student covered Food Culture in popular culture for their critical essay, and 

then the creative piece was a step-by-step guide to making Character Bento, or lunch boxes shaped like popular 

characters. At the same time, many students chose to do very different things for their critical essay and creative piece. 

The creative piece often becomes a piece of fan art, something the class interacts with as they watch it. The creative 

pieces that include performance have been presented both as video via link in the zine and as a live performance with 

“tickets” for the in-class performance included in the zine.  
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Fig. 7: Examples of tables of contents for a zine 

 

The student response to the zine project has been very positive. While there have been occasional problems with group 

work, such as exchange students needing to return to their home countries before the end of the semester, or issues with 

language gaps, overall the students report enjoying the final project and creating the zine. A sample of student feedback 

is given in Fig. 8.  
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“The final project of making a magazine was great! We learned so much about the topics and could talk so much 

together.” 

“I really liked the idea of doing a magazine and was able to adopt some new skills like In-Design. I loved it.”  

“The Zines let everyone say their opinions.”  

“The Zines were my favorite assignment here at XX University. Some important issues were explored in the Zines 

that need to be talked about more in universities here, such as LGBTQ representation.”  

“The Zines made me want to learn more Zine history. It would be better if you bring some papers or documents so 

we can see!” 

“The group work was difficult sometimes. I did more than my team mates. It was difficult.”  

“Zines helped me understand themes from many perspectives.”  

“I wish we had project like this in our country.”  

“I love how everyone is represented.” 

Fig. 8 Student Feedback 

  

Zine Assessment  

Grading the zines is a two-part process. First, I give the students a peer assessment sheet and ask them to grade 

themselves and each other (Fig. 9). Taking their assessments into account, I then use the rubric given in Fig. 10 to assess 

each zine.   
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Fig. 9. Peer Assessment Sheet Adapted from a peer evaluation form developed at Johns Hopkins University 

(October, 2006) 
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On the back of the Peer Assessment sheet, I ask the students the following questions:  

1. How effectively did your group work? 

2. Were the behaviors of any of your team members particularly valuable or detrimental to the team? Explain. 

3. What did you learn about working in a group from this project that you will carry into your next group experience? 

4. Are you happy with the way your zine turned out? Why or why not? Explain.  

 

These questions help the instructor grade both the zine as a whole and individual contributions to it. 
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Fig. 10. Overall Grading Rubric for Zines. Adapted from Fumiko Jōo  
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Conclusion 

Students reported the zines made the class content personal to them and their group. They enjoyed being able to share 

ideas and talk about the topics covered in class while they created the zine. They also enjoyed using the zine as a vehicle 

to highlight the issues they found most important. Overall, the benefits and positive responses to the zine far outweigh 

the challenges of teamwork or different language abilities of students. They also enjoyed the way the format allowed 

them to work individually and as a group.  

 

Zines also provide a way to make content personal to the students. They have to critically engage with the course 

content on several levels in order to complete all the elements of the assignment. This ensures student engagement and 

representation. It further allows students a space to have their own analysis and opinions heard. Zines are broadly 

adaptable and can be used in almost any course. As so many feminist scholars of zines have argued, zines help the 

course culminate with a strong sense of community that may extend beyond the classroom.  
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